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This board book combines simple counting with Carle's unusual illustrations of animals. Early

learners will find the whimsical pictures appealing as they learn the beginning rudiments of numbers

and counting. - Midwest Book Review
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My 15-month old daughter has learned some of her numbers withthis book. It is her favorite -- the

numbers are large and clear, and the graphics are attractive without being too busy or distracting. I

have checked this book out at the library so many times that it is time to buy it! Since there are no

words, this is an ideal book for parents to flex their creativity and act out animal sounds or motions.

My two year old loves this book. It's fun to watch each type of animal get aboard the zoo train. We

make train noises and count the animals.

When we got this book, wasn't sure it was going to be much, but loved Eric Carle. Was pleasantly

surprised how much my son (18 months) loved it. He enjoys all of the different animals and counting

them - and the little mouse. He especially loves the big fold out drawing at the end and pointing to

everything we saw on the train.I love the simplicity of it because I can suppliment additional info on

the animals based on his experience!



1, 2,3 TO THE ZOO has been a big hit at our house. The board book editions of Eric Carle's books

that we have tried have all been excellent.1, 2,3 TO THE ZOO gives us a number of things to talk

about as we flip through the pages:- 10 different zoo animals: introduced one by one, and then you

can look for them on the last page, which shows all in the zoo- Numbers: introduced one by one, so

that you can acount the number of animals on each page. There are also many beautiful numbers

on the inside cover pages, which my toddler loves to look at.- A train: the first page shows an

engine, and you see the boxcars with animals getting added at the bottom of each page, until the

last page when all the cars are empty- The little mouse that appears on each page: a totally inspired

addition by Carle, as our baby loves to look for the mouse on each pageOur toddler seems

increasingly interested in numbers, and this book seems like a great way to feed that interest. We

have had the book for three weeks, so it is not brand new, and he currently asks to read 1, 2,3 TO

THE ZOO three to four times a day.

Teach your children how to "count 1,2.3" while using common animals found at your local zoo. The

pictures are very creative and will help the listener have fun grasping the basic numbers 1 through

10.

An important book in the counting genre because it demonstrates the concept of zero to young

children.

The book is classic Eric Carle so basically it's wonderful however, there aren't any words to this

book. I just wish there was a story to go with it as my little LOVES being read to all day long. Kind of

boring for a 18 month old.

1,2,3 To The Zoo is a delightful Eric Carle book for toddlers and preschoolers who are ready to

learn their numbers. Carle combines two elements - Animals and Trains!-- to keep their interest.

And most children love his artwork.The book begins with a two-page spread of a lovely blue steam

engine. The next two pages show 1 elephant on a flat-bed shipping car; the following pages, 2

hippos on their own flatbed, and so forth. The concept is that the engine is picking up the

shipping-cars, making for a longer train.What I like about this book is that there is lots to talk about.

Adults can use it to teach the names of colors, as well as the names of animals, in addition to how

many there are of them.The notion of 'addition' is shown at the bottom of each page where Carle



shows the train getting longer as we go along. The last pages shows an overview of the zoo with

every animal where it should be.Talking Points :::o The artwork in this one is typical of Eric Carle.o

The big pictures done in bright colors as well as the train and animal motif ought to keep a small

fry's attention.o All the primary colors are shown. Along with numbers 1 through 10. (You "can" use

this book to talk about "0" as well. The train with no animals is shown.)o Animals mentioned are:

elephant, hippos, giraffes, lions, bears, alligators or crocodiles, seals, mouse, monkeys, snakes, and

a variety of birds.For Toddlers and Preschoolers.Pam T~mom and reviewer at
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